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Appaloosa Ed Harris draws on a strong cast, many of whom have acted with him in previous films, to
tell the story of two gunfighters attempting to bring peace to the small town of Appaloosa in the late
1800s. Virgil Cole (Harris) and Everett Hitch (Viggo Mortensen) ride into the windswept New
Mexico town and are hired to bring vigilante entrepreneur Randall Bragg (Jeremy Irons) to justice.
Bragg has imposed a reign of terror over Appaloosa, but his murderous actions are tempered when
Cole and Hitch take control. Matters get complicated when widower Allison French (Renee
Zellweger) flounces into town and variously woos Cole, Hitch, and Bragg, allowing Harris to throw
in a few neat twists as his two principal characters attempt to bring the miscreant entrepreneur to justice. Warner
Boogeyman 3 When college sophomore Sarah Morris witnesses the alleged suicide of her best friend,
it sets into motion a series of horrific events that cause Sarah to fear the supernatural entity known as
the Boogeyman. As she tries to convince the rest of her dorm that the Boogeyman does exist, the evil
force grows stronger and her friends begin to pay the price. Now Sarah must stop this ultimate evil
before the entire campus falls prey, because the question isn't whether or not the Boogeyman is going
to get them-it's How and When! Sony
Vacancy 2: The First Cut In this hair-raising prequel to the creepy Luke Wilson and Kate Beckinsalestarring thriller Vacancy, the viewer is jolted back in time three years to witness the beginnings of the
dangerously voyeuristic Meadow View Inn and its depraved owner, Mr. Smith. Caleb, his sexy girlfriend Jessica, and their wisecracking buddy Tanner get more than they bargained for when they hunker down in the squalid but seemingly innocuous motel. Soon enough, they discover they're spending
the night in a house of horrors in which snuff films are made. Agnes Bruckner stars in this grisly,
white-knuckle thriller from director Eric Bross. Sony
Naruto 31 Showdown The saga of that mischievous ninja, Naruto, continues in this volume of the
popular anime series. As Naruto seeks out Sasuke, will he like what he find, or has his old comrade
been transformed into something even Naruto won't be able to handle? It's up to Naruto to get a grip
on his old friends or risk destroying them both. The Leaf genin have just about exhausted their
strength against the Sound Four when a trio of unlikely allies arrives--the Sand siblings! Meanwhile,
Naruto finally catches up to Sasuke--but he's not the Sasuke of old. Now covered in curse marks and
determined to go to Orochimaru, Sasuke reflects on his childhood and the brother he wants to both
emulate and destroy. Is Naruto prepared to break the unshakeable resolve of this new Sasuke? Viz
Media
Naruto 32 The End of Tears Sasuke once looked up to his older brother Itachi. Now, he'll do anything
to destroy him. In the Final Valley, Naruto must do his best to turn Sasuke from the path of revenge.
But Sasuke's resolve may prove too much for even the ninja who holds within him the power of the
Nine-Tailed Fox. Naruto has a promise to keep, and he won't ever let go of the ties of friendship--but
his friend is ready to do everything in his power to sever those ties forever. Viz Media
Yeti In the grand tradition of the Sci Fi Channel's original productions and the Maneater Series (Croc,
Grizzly Rage) comes Yeti, a terror tale the likes of which have never before been seen. YETI chronicles the plight of a college football team whose plane crashes in the frozen tundra of an uncharted territory. In order to get home alive, the team must face not only the elements, but a legendary snow
beast. Peter DeLuise (son of Dom) stars in this rip-roaring horror ride. Genius
Blindsight Set against the breathtaking backdrop of the Himalayas, Blindsight follows the gripping
true-life adventure of six blind Tibetan teenagers on a climbing expedition up formidable Mount
Everest. Believed to be possessed by demons because of their blindness, the children are feared by
their parents, scorned by their villages and rejected by society. Rescued by a blind educator and
adventuress, the students invite a famous blind mountain climber to visit their school and let him lead
them higher than they have ever been before. The result is nothing anyone could have predicted.
Image
Samson and the 7 Miracles of the World Gordon Scott who also appeared in five feature films as
Tarzan - is one of the most prolific stars of the sword-and-sandal films genre and this is the first of his
starring performances (Imported to the U.S. and renamed from its original title, Maciste at the Court
of the Grand Khan). Set in 13th century China, Samson rescues a prince and princess from a cruel
Tarter chieftain who is trying to steal their kingdom. After many miraculous feats of strength, good at
last triumphs over evil. Ali Baba and the 7 Saracens: The famous hero of the Arabian Nights classic
stories is pitted against Omar, the evil king of Coprah. To complicate matters, Ali Baba is in love with
Omar's beautiful niece Fatima. Hero and foe face off in a thrilling duel to the death. Infinity
Funny Face Serious thinker Jo catches the interest of fashion photographer Dick Avery, who is seeking a natural and "funny" face to take with him to a Paris fashion show. Seeing the opportunity to
bring her ideas on philosophy to the Left Bank cafés, Jo agrees to join him, but once in Paris, Dick's
focused attention on her and the fairy-tale clothes inspire daydreams of love. Fred Astaire's silky
dance moves and Audrey Hepburn's fresh, wistful spirit charge this modern-day Cinderella story with
elegance and charm. Paramount
Alvin and the Chipmunks The Chipettes The three Chipettes -- the female counterparts to worldfamous chipmunks Alvin, Simon and Theodore find fun and adventure in this collection of cartoons
spotlighting the beloved triplets. Throughout these tales, high-spirited diva Brittany maintains a lovehate relationship with Alvin, brainy Jeanette hits it off with her fellow brainiac Simon, and super-athletic Eleanor romances the chubby Theodore. Paramount
Walker Texas Ranger Season 6 Martial arts star Chuck Norris made his transition to the small screen
with the action-packed television drama Walker Texas Ranger. Lasting for nine seasons, the series followed the crime-fighting adventures of tough-guy Texas Ranger Cord Walker (Norris) as he brought
justice to the streets of Dallas with a well-placed karate chop to the city's more nefarious criminals.
Walker's unconventional interrogation methods clashed with his computer-expert partner, Jimmy
Trivette (Clarence Gilyard), and the by-the-book county D.A., Alex Cahill (Sheree Wilson), who also
functioned as Walker's love interest. This collection presents the series' sixth season, in which the redheaded lawman continues trouncing bad guys and creeps ever closer to popping Alex the question. In
the sixth season opener finds Walker running interference between a grieving family and the mobster
(Patrick St. Esprit) who killed one of their members. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The
Wedding: Part 2," "Trackdown," "Royal Heist" and "War Cry." Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "Code Of The West," "The Children Of Halloween," "Survival" and "Second Chance." Disc
3 includes the following episodes: "Paradise Trail," "Eyes Of A Ranger," "On the Border," "Lost
Boys" and "Special Witness." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Principal," "Team
Cherokee: Part 1," "Team Cherokee: Part 2," "Livegirls.now" and "No Way Out." Disc 5 includes the
following episodes: "Brothers In Arms," "Mind Games," "Power Angels," "Jacob's Ladder" and "In
Harm's Way: Part 1." Paramount/CBS
My Three Sons First Season Volume 2 Premiering in 1960 and setting the template for family sitcoms, this comedy series starred Fred MacMurray as Steve Douglas, a widower raising three sons on
his own. When not holding down a job as an aeronautics engineer, Steve is holding down the fort as
his sons get into mischief and offering sagely advice for their youthful dilemmas. Lucky for Steve, his
ornery, live-in father-in-law "Bub" is there to help keep the disorder to a minimum. One of TV's
longest-running series at the time, My Three Sons eventually burst the bounds of its premise in the
1970s, as Mike, Robbie, and Chip grew up and started families of their own. Return to the Douglas
household for the second half of this Golden Globe-winning series's debut season, as single father
Steve (Fred MacMurray) dishes out paternal wisdom with a little help from his affable father-in-law,
Bub (William Frawley). The long-running family comedy starts out on a serious note, exploring the
challenges faced by 18-year-old Mike, 14-year-old Robbie and 7-year-old Chip as they grow up without Mom around. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Organization Women," "Other People's
Houses," "The Delinquent," "Man In A Trench Coat," "Deadline" and "The Lostling." Disc 2 includes
the following episodes: "Off-Key," "Small Adventure," "Soap-Box Derby," "Unite or Sink," "The
Wiley Method" and "The National Pastime." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Croaker,"
"The Musician," "The Horseless Saddle," "Trial By Separation," "The Sunday Drive" and "Fire
Watch." Paramount/CBS
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Mirrors Kiefer Sutherland stars as Ben Carson, a disgraced former New York City cop who attempts
to put his checkered past behind him by taking a job as a security guard. Carson is required to take the
night shift in a department store in the city. The store closed down after a fire put an end to its business, and Carson soon discovers that malevolent spirits are lurking behind its walls. The spirits connect with the human world through the mirrors in the store, and when they discover Carson's presence
they go after his ex-wife, Amy (Paula Patton), and his kids (played by Erica Gluck and Cameron
Boyce). Carson attempts to figure out the meaning of a cryptic message carved into one of the mirrors, hoping it will save his family and cut off contact with the malignant lurking presence. Aja successfully replicates much of the tension and edge-of-your-seat moments that he managed so skillfully
in Haute Tension. The film begins with an unnerving set piece in which Carson's predecessor takes a
shard of mirror and slashes his own throat, and it's an indication of the gore-filled fun that awaits
intrepid viewers. Aja creates a palpable sense of unease by shooting dim-lit set pieces in the department store. Sutherland makes for a convincing lead in a character that closely resembles his turn as
Jack Bauer in 24. There are plenty of genuine scares in the film, and the director ultimately spins
Mirrors as a cross between a psychological thriller in the vein of the Poltergeist movies and a noholds-barred splatter flick. Fox
On Trial: Lee Harvey Oswald Among the most heinous criminal acts ever committed on American
soil is the assassination of United States President John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963. When
accused gunman Lee Harvey Oswald was himself shot to death two days later while in police custody,
Americans were denied hard answers to a brutal and bewildering mystery. On Trial: Lee Harvey
Oswald recalls all of the surviving witnesses to determine the guilt or innocence of the man believed
to have murdered JFK. First broadcast by the Showtime cable network in 1986 to mark the 23rd
anniversary of the assassination of John F. Kennedy, On Trial: Lee Harvey Oswald is a daring, one-ofa-kind experiment with the goal to heal a nation. MPI
Supercop Director Stanley Tong's wildly successful collaboration with international action hero Jackie
Chan gets off to a flying start in Supercop, the story of an affable, tenacious, and unstoppable Hong
Kong cop's quest to bring down the biggest drug syndicate in the Pacific Rim. Kevin Chan (Chan)
and a stunningly beautiful female police officer from mainland China, Hanna Yang (Michelle Khan),
pose as brother and sister to infiltrate the crooked operation and once there unleash their spectacular
arsenal of high-kicking, bone-rattling kung fu. Chan, whose irresistible onscreen persona suggests a
hybrid cinematic reincarnation of Buster Keaton and Bruce Lee, was already the biggest box-office
draw in the world when SupercoP (originally produced in 1992) gained a U.S. theatrical release in
1996. The film displays Chan's dual mastery of physical comedy and martial arts while also (in outtakes shown behind the closing credits) showcasing his notorious predilection for handling his own
stunts. Chan's daredevil approach was shared in the film by his breathtaking costar, Khan, also known
as Michelle Yeoh, a former Miss Malaysia who would go on to solidify her reputation as a peerless
action star in her own right with the stupendous critical and popular success of the 1999 film
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Weinstein/Genius
Gourment's Diary of a Foodie Explore cultures around the globe through the all-unifying topic of
food. No need to grab your passport, just bring an appetite for discovery. Gourmet's Diary Of A
Foodie travels the world to serve you a feast of culinary trends, exotic ingredients, and food-obsessed
personalities. Artisans striving to save the ancient craft of knifemaking in Japan. Monks tending a hidden organic garden in the heart of Rome. Chefs testing the limits of molecular gastronomy in
Australia. Closer to home, this DVD illuminates topics as seemingly everyday as salt and pepper that
just may spark your own epicurean epiphanies. Journey into Gourmet magazine's test kitchens with
Editor in Chief Ruth Reichl. WGBH Boston
Cook's Country Season One Welcome to the home of Cook's Country, a renovated 1806 farmhouse
with a full working test kitchen, a live audience, two barns, and the odd neighbor who stops by with
cooking problems that need immediate attention. Join host Christopher Kimball and your favorite
chefs from America's Test Kitchen as they turn their no-nonsense approach to cooking to the
American repertoire, turning bad food into great food through careful testing. Discover lost recipes
like Chocolate Blackout Cake, regional favorites such as Cincinnati Chili, and all-new classics like
Raspberry Chiffon Pie. And find out which cookware, kitchen tools, and supermarket foods are worth
the dough. WGBH Boston
Bachelorman Ted Davis (David DeLuise is not crazy enough to think he's God's gift to women - just
optimistic enough to think that women are God's gift to him. However one day a mysterious brunette
named Heather (Missi Pyle) moves in next door. She's beautiful, long-legged, athletic, and loud. She
is the ultimate BacheloretteWoman, and as Ted tries all the tricks in his bag to woo Heather, comedy
ensues. Rodney Lee Conover and Temptestt Bledsoe costar. Magnolia
The Last Enemy Set in the very near future, this riveting thriller explores how technology and terror
could transform civilization into a dystopian society of constant surveillance. Reclusive, brilliant
mathematician Stephen Ezard returns home to England to attend his brother Michael's funeral, an aid
worker killed by a landmine in Afghanistan. Stephen struggles to reconcile his carefully controlled
world with a brother he did not know, in a police-state London he does not recognize. Soon he finds
himself falling in love with his brother's widow, Yasim; lured into becoming the public face of the
government super-database. WGBH Boston
How'd They Build That? Big Truck Kids and even adults will enjoy this trip to the Springfield, Ohio,
Navistar plant to watch big transport trucks being made. The visit follows the entire assembly line,
from raw materials worked by robots to the finished product. Colorful 3-D computer graphic imagery
enhances high-definition live-action footage of the construction process, revealing what it really takes
to build these monsterous machines of the highway. Marvelous Media
How'd They Build That? Fire Truck Kids are captivated by fire trucks, and this tour of Seagrave Fire
Apparatus, one of the country's foremost manufacturers, shows them how they're built. Unlike other
vehicles made by assembly lines, fire trucks are each custom crafted. Seagrave's designers take viewers through design and assembly stations, explain the functions of various equipment and even jump
into the cab for a driver's-eye view. Marvelous Media
Baghead Following up on the surprise success of their micro-budget production The Puffy Chair
(2005), brothers Jay and Mark Duplass turn their handheld DV camera toward skewering the pretentiousness of the independent film world while tossing in a few horror film scares for good measure.
The result is entertaining and unique, with enough laughs, insight, and excitement for adventurous
viewers. After seeing the accolades heaped up on a colleague for his laughable film (We Are Naked)
at a Los Angeles film festival, Matt (Ross Partridge) decides that he can do better. With his sometime
girlfriend, Catherine (Elise Muller), and friends Michelle (Greta Gerwig), and Chad (Steve Zissis) in
tow, they immediately set off to a cabin in the woods for the weekend to create the film that will
make them all famous on the festival circuit. While Chad focuses his energy on winning the affections
of uninterested Michelle, Matt comes up with the cinematic construct of a stranger with a paper bag
on his head terrorizing a group of people in the woods. After the initial evening of alcoholic brainstorming, though, the idea becomes reality, and the friends' relationships are tested as they find themselves in a truly scary situation. Sony
The Films of Michael Powell: Age of Consent Desperate for inspiration, artist Bradley Morahan
(James Mason) leaves New York City and moves to a small island off the coast of his native
Australia, where he discovers a muse in a beautiful 17-year-old named Cora Ryan (Helen Mirren).
But Bradley's newfound bliss is interrupted by the dishonest dealings of an old friend and the protests
of Cora's grandmother. Director Michael Powell's 1969 romantic drama marks Mirren's first major
screen role. & A Matter of Life and Death (Stairway to Heaven) Royal Air Force pilot Peter Carter
(David Niven) is forced to jump out of his plane without a parachute only to wake up alive and
unharmed due to a heavenly mishap. He must then stand before God (Abraham Sofaer) to plead his
case for a second chance at life. Kim Hunter co-stars as June, an American operator with whom Peter
has fallen in love, in this British romantic fantasy by Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger. Sony
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Dallas Season 10 The Dallas folks celebrate a decade of backstabbing, lies, greed and lust with a
Season 10 of the smash hit prime-time soap opera that sizzles with intrigue. Season 10 kicks off with
Pam (Victoria Principal) waking one morning to find Bobby (Patrick Duffy) in the shower, revealing
that the entire ninth season was Pam's nightmare. Meanwhile, Sue Ellen (Linda Gray) opens a lingerie
business using J.R.'s (Larry Hagman) one-time mistress Mandy (Deborah Shelton) as her top model,
and Ray and Donna (Steve Kanaly and Susan Howard) deal with marital problems. J.R. spreads his
brand of poison far from Big D, throwing big bucks at a twisted mercenary eager to blow up Saudi
oilfields. The Feds get wind of the plot, they lean on J.R. until he sings like a Texas mockingbird and
the mercenary decides the world would be a better place without J.R. And there's another troublemaker making life interesting in Texas: a leather-tough, white-haired ranch hand. He has Jock's letters,
belt buckle, knife... and memories. Could it be Jock survived that years-ago 'copter crash or an
imposter? Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Return to Camelot, Part 1," "Return to Camelot,
Part 2," "Pari Per Sue," "Once and Future King," "Enigma," "Trompe L'Oeil," "Territorial
Imperative," "The Second Time Around," "Bells Are Ringing" and "Who's Who at the Oil Baron's
Ball?" Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Proof Positive," "Something Old, Something New,"
"Bar-B-Cued," "The Fire Next Time," "So Shall Ye Reap," "Tick, Tock," "Night Visitor," "Cat and
Mouse," "High Noon For Calhoun" and "Olio." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "A Death in
the Family," "Revenge of the Nerd," "The Ten Percent Solution," "Some Good, Some Bad," "War and
Peace," "Ruthless People," "The Dark at the End of the Tunnel," "Two-Fifty" and "Fall of the House
of Ewing." Warner
Righteous Kill two New York City police detectives--Turk (Robert De Niro) and Rooster (Al Pacino)-attempt to track down a serial killer who targets only vicious criminals. This enigmatic vigilante has
earned the duo's respect, yet they are duty-bound to apprehend the criminal-hunting assailant, and in
doing so they strain the bonds of their longtime partnership. Aiding Turk and Rooster are a fiery
younger pair of detectives (Donnie Wahlberg and John Leguizamo) and investigator Karen Correlli
(Carla Gugino), who are determined to see that justice is served. The second face-to-face film pairing
of De Niro and Pacino the first being Michael Mann's gritty 1995 epic, Heat, Righteous KilL finds the
revered veteran actors working within the confines of a police procedural. Anchor Bay
The Alphabet Killer A ten year old girl is found brutally murdered outside the small blue-collar city
of Rochester, New York, and obsessed police detective Megan Paige (Eliza Dushku) suffers a mental
breakdown while trying to solve the crime. But when the child-killings resume two years later,
Megan's return to the investigation also brings back her own horrific hallucinations. Even if she can
prove a 'double initial' connection to the slayings, will she hang onto her sanity long enough to catch
a psychopath? Cary Elwes, Michael Ironside, Bill Moseley, Carl Lumbly, and Timothy Hutton co-star
in this chilling thriller directed by Rob Schmidt. Anchor Bay
Hellbound Hellraiser II Beginning just hours after the original Hellraiser ended, Hellbound finds
young Kristy (Laurence) waking up in a mental institution because she insisted on describing her parents murderers as pain-loving demons from hell to the authorities. Unfortunately, she has been placed
in the car of Dr. Channard, who has devoted his life to solving the Lament Configuration, the key to
the doorway of hell, and now, with Kristy, he believes he has found another key. Resuscitating the
skinless corpse of her stepmother, Julia, Dr. Channard succeeds in opening a doorway to hell, one that
Julia, Channard, Kristy, and her mute friend Tiffany all travel through. Based on a story by Clive
Barker, Hellbound is both a continuation of the original as well as a much different take on its story
and universe. Here, the film fashions itself after an Alice In Wonderland type fairy tale as it focuses
on Kristy and Tiffany's adventures in hell as well as on the lives of the Cenobites. Infamously gory,
surreal, and often horrifying, Hellbound is a satisfying sequel to one of the most original horror films
of the 1980s. Anchor Bay
Balls Out Ever since a notorious incident drove him off the tennis court years ago, Gary has been
laboring as a raunchy high school janitor. But when the current coach drops dead, Gary steps in and is
tasked with whipping the dork-tastic team into shape. As Gary leads the squad to the state tennis
championship, his bizarre coaching methods draw the ire of teachers, parents and even his own team
in this balls-out comedy. Starring Seann William Scott and Randy Quaid. Sony
Mercury Man Firefighter Chan (Wasan Khantaau) becomes a superhero after he's infected by solar
mercury as a result of being stabbed with an ancient amulet in this actioner from Thailand. Now he
must save the world from a terrorist who wants the power of the amulet for himself. With his sidekick
Arena (Matinee Kingpoyom), the nefarious Osama bin Ali (Anon Saisangcharn) plans to use the relic
as a weapon in his scheme to annihilate the United States. Extras include behind the scenes documentary and commentary. Magnolia
Humboldt County Peter Hadley, a promising yet disillusioned medical student is failed by his professor (who also happens to be his father). Peter winds up in bed with nightclub singer named Bogart,
who invites him with her to Humboldt County, a remote community of counterculture marijuana
farmers where he is warmly embraced by her eccentric family. Peter Bogdanovich, Fairuza Balk,
Chris Messina, Jeremy Strong, Frances Conroy, and Brad Dourif star. Extras include deleted scenes
and commentary. Magonlia
Matlock Season 2 There are TV lawyers and then there's Matlock. Folksy yet aggressive, Harvard
educated but still down to earth--Andy Griffith's portrayal of the clever Southern attorney is one of
the all-time classic icons of television legal dramas. From his simple gray Ford to his predilection for
hot dogs, Matlock comes across as both a personable and humorous character whose $100,000 fee is
always worth the dough. The cases no one could solve, the clients no one could help, and the scandals
no one could uncover are all deftly handled by Matlock and his team--including private investigator
Tyler Hudson (Kene Holliday) and legal assistant Michelle Thomas (Nancy Stafford). Ben Matlock
(Andy Griffith) returns to wow the courtroom with a second season of masterly defense tactics. This
year, he tries to prove that a blind man committed the perfect murder, finds that a dead umpire had
plenty of enemies, and solves a murder at his law school reunion. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "The Billionaire," "Blind Justice" and "The Husband." Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "The Power Brokers: Part 1," "The Power Brokers: Part 2," "The Annihilator" and "The
Network." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Best Friend," "The Country Boy," "The Gift"
and "The Gambler." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Body," "The Reunion," "The
Gigolo" and "The Umpire." Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "The Investigation: Part 1," "The
Investigation: Part 2," "The Hucksters" and "The Lovelorn." Disc 6 includes the following episodes:
"The Genius," "The Magician," "The Fisherman" and "The Heiress." Paramount/CBS
Rivalry Series North Carolina Beats Duke This DVD hosts a collection of the 3 most memorable
wins over their rivals. Spanning decades of superstar coaches and players, the collection is a must
have for alum, diehard college sports fans, and devotees of the pep rally AND the postgame!
Collection includes 3 discs of complete games without commercials--the most memorable wins a true
fan could hope for. The games featured include March 3, 1984, with UNC ranked number one; Feb. 5,
1992, with Duke ranked first and UNC ranked ninth; and Feb. 2, 1995, with North Carolina ranked
second. Genius
Rivalry Series Duke Beats North Carolina This DVD hosts a collection of the 3 most memorable
wins over their rivals. Spanning decades of superstar coaches and players, the collection is a must
have for alum, diehard college sports fans, and devotees of the pep rally AND the postgame!
Collection includes 3 discs of complete games without commercials--the most memorable wins a true
fan could hope for. The games in the video include Jan. 21, 1998, with Duke ranked nine and UNC
ranked two; Feb. 3, 2000, with the Tar Heels unranked; and Feb. 5, 2004, with Duke ranked number
one. Genius
City of Ember A heart-thumping, edge-of-your-seat adventure comes to light in this exhilarating family film based on the best-selling novel by Jeanne Duprau. For centuries, the residents of the underground City of Ember have flourished in an amazing world of glittering lights and quiet contentment.
But when the City's massive power generator begins to fail, the street lamps start to fade - along with
the hopes and dreams of the townspeople. Now it's up to two courageous teenagers to follow a trail of
clues left by the ancient Builders and find a way out of Ember before their world is plunged into darkness forever! Saoirse Ronan, Harry Treadway, Tim Robbins, Martin Landau, and Bill Murray star.
Fox

